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1. Introduction There is significant evidence that firm entry and exit plays an important role in business cycle fluctuations.



Key to understanding entry and exit is selection; that is, which firms



choose to produce upon entry and which firms choose to stop producing and exit. In this paper, we develop a parsimonious general equilibrium model with heterogenous firms to study the macroeconomic implications of firm selection upon entry.1 We provide analytical results linking the distribution of idiosyncratic productivity shocks to the cyclicality of the aggregate markup.



We then quantify the selection mechanism on the markup using a



canonical RBC model. We consider an economy in which heterogeneous firms compete under conditions of monopolistic competition. Firms enter each period if they expect to earn positive profits but only decide whether or not to produce after receiving an idiosyncratic productivity draw. Firms face a demand curve with elasticity increasing in price because consumers have translog preferences. Price-markups depend on the productivity draw and a threshold level of productivity, which is endogenous. Thus, markups are heterogenous and endogenous. At the aggregate level, however, the markup only moves in response to changes in the economy if the selection effect is not too strong. As such, the cyclicality of average firm-level productivity and the aggregate markup depend on the distribution of idiosyncratic productivity shocks. To develop some intuition we think of there being two extreme cases. dispersion in firm-level productivity there is no selection effect.



When there is no



A positive shock that



encourages firm entry leads to a lower aggregate markup. On the contrary, in an economy where the selection effect is relatively strong, as new firms enter, there is a large rise in the 1



Our choice is motivated by evidence that whilst exit rates are similar across booms and recessions entry



rates are on average significantly higher in booms than in recessions (Lee and Mukoyama, 2015). Chatterjee and Cooper (1993) and Campbell (1998) document fluctuations in entry and exit rates.



2



threshold level of productivity. This increases average productivity but there is no change in the aggregate markup.



Understanding the cyclical nature of the aggregate markup



when firms are heterogenous firm-level markups are endogenous thus requires understanding precisely how resources are re-allocated across firms.2 We put discipline on the relationship between average productivity (the endogenous component of aggregate productivity) and the aggregate markup by quantifying our analytical results in a canonical RBC model when firm-level productivity has a lognormal distribution.3 An positive shock to the exogenous component of aggregate productivity increases firm entry.



As costs rise, there is a positive selection effect, average productivity rises, and the



aggregate markup falls. In the baseline specification, a one percent positive innovation to aggregate productivity causes a fall in the markup of around 1 percentage point on impact. This is sizable enough to have a quantitatively large output effect. In general, we find that the economy is considerably more volatile when firm selection operates and markups are countercyclical. The analysis we present in this paper is closest to Rodriguez-Lopez (2011).



Like us, he



studies a business cycle model with heterogeneous firms and endogenous markups. There are a number of substantive differences between his study and ours.



Given our focus on



selection, the most important distinction is the assumption that firm-level productivity has a Pareto distribution, because this results in a fixed aggregate markup.4



Our analysis is



also similar in spirit to Ottaviano (2012). He studies the propagation of technology shocks 2 3



See Basu and Fernald (2001) for a general discussion on the reasons for cyclical productivity. Our motivation for focusing on the log-normal distribution is straightforward. We wish to capture the



entire distribution of firm productivity as simply as possible. In Combes et al. (2012) the productivity distribution of French firms is best approximated by a lognormal distribution. Similar results are obtained by Nigai (2017). 4 In fact, in his case, the fixed aggregate markup is a convenient simplification since the model developed also features inertia in nominal wages and firm entry.
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when firms are heterogeneous and markups are endogenous. In his case, however, markups are endogenized through a linear demand system with horizontal product differentiation, whereas we focus on a translog demand system. The difference is not trivial: he finds that firm entry dampens business cycle fluctuations. The translog demand system we consider has been used in a number of different applications in macroeconomics. For example, Bilbiie et al. (2012) show that, in a model with endogenous firm entry, translog preferences generate a countercyclical markups.5 Endogenous markups can also be generated by supply-side considerations and there is a large literature focusing on competition between firms and the aggregate implications of endogenous markups in flexible-price models.



Closest to our paper is Floetotto and Jaimovich (2008).



They



present a business cycle model with oligopolistic competition, where firm entry has a negative effect on markups, and show how firm entry magnifies the business cycle. We find similar magnification effects but our channel works through firm-level reallocations. Finally, there are a number of papers that use a CES-Pareto assumption when considering firm entry and exit in monopolistically competitive markets.



For example, Hamano and



Zanetti (2017) argue that a positive aggregate productivity shock generates a fall in firmlevel average productivity on impact . An important point in such studies is that firm-level markups are fixed, by construction, and selection is based on a the presence of fixed operating cost. By contrast, in our model, there are no fixed costs of production and selection is driven by a zero markup reservation price charged by the least productive firm.6 The rest of the paper is as follows. In section two we develop the model economy. In section 5



We consider flexible prices. Lewis and Stevens (2015) estimate a monetary version of this model with



nominal rigidities to evaluate the cyclical proprties of the markup. These studies all build on Bergin and Feenstra (2000). 6 We can introduce fixed production costs into our framework. productive firm would charge a positive markup.
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The reuslt would be that the least



three we present analytical results which we use to develop intuition.



In section four we



present the quantitative implications of our analysis. Specifically, we calibrate our model and produce business cycle statistics. We also consider the welfare implications of business cycles with firm selection. 2. Model Economy This section outlines the model economy.



The economy is populated by a continuum



of households with mass normalized to one.



There is a representative household which



consumes a basket of goods and supplies labor. The household also owns the capital stock which it rents to firms. There is a large number of ex-ante identical firms that have the option of paying a sunk cost to enter the market.



Upon entry, each firm obtains a productivity



level z which is the realization of a random variable drawn independently across firms. 2.1. Representative Household The representative household has the following lifetime utility function, E0



∞ X



β t u (ct , Lt )



(1)



t=0



where ct is consumption and Lt is labor supply. Households maximize lifetime utility subject to the following constraints, ct + it = wt Lt + rt kt



and



it = kt+1 − (1 − δ) kt



where kt (rt ) is the stock (rental rate) of capital and wt is the wage rate.



(2) This leads to



standard conditions which characterize savings and labor supply decisions, uc (t) = βEt uc (t + 1) [rt+1 + (1 − δ)]



wt = −uL (t) /uc (t)



and



(3)



where uc (t) is the period t marginal utility with respect to the consumption and similarly for uL (t). 5



2.2. Demand for Goods The representative household has a symmetric translog expenditure function over a set of differentiated goods. 1 ln (et ) = ln u + νt + nt



Z



ζ ln pt (i) di + 2nt i∈∆



Z



Z ln pt (i) [ln pt (j) − ln pt (i)] djdi



i∈∆



(4)



j∈∆



where et is the minimum expenditure required to obtain ct .7 The set of differentiated goods available to the household is denoted ∆ where nt is the measure of ∆. The term pt (i) is the price of good i at time t.



Finally, νt ≡ 1/2ζnt captures the variety effect where the



parameter ζ > 0 determines the substitutability between the differentiated goods. Lemma 1 The demand curve for good i is, yt (i) =



st (i) ct ρt (i)



(5)



where, 1 ζ st (i) ≡ − ζ ln ρt (i) + nt nt



Z ln ρt (j) dj



(6)



j∈∆



is the household expenditure share on good i and, ρt (i) ≡ pt (i) /Pt



(7)



is the price of good i relative to the consumer price index, denoted Pt . Proof Equation (4) is derived by applying Shephard’s Lemma. Thus, each firm faces a downward sloped demand curve and the elasticity of demand for good i is increasing in it’s price ρt (i). 7



Note that the expenditure share on good i can equally



The demand system is derived from a continuum-of-goods version of the translog expenditure function



introduced by Bergin and Feenstra (2000). This specification is also commonly used in models of international trade.



See the discussion in Feenstra (2014) and related analysis of Arkolakis et al. (2010, 2017).
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R be written as st (i) = −ζ ln [ρt (i) /ρ] where ln ρt = 2νt + n1t j∈∆ ln ρt (j) dj is the reservation R price and n1t j∈∆ ln ρt (j) dj is the average price. The reservation price is the maximum price that can be charged for a good and such a good will have zero market share such that st = 0. 2.2. Supply of Goods Each firm i produces a differentiated good by hiring labor and renting capital.



Firms



have access to a constant returns to scale technology. Firm maximize profits subject to the demand for their product. Given lt (i) workers and kt (i) units of capital, a firm can produce, yt (i) = at zt (i) [kt (i)]α [lt (i)]1−α



(8)



where at is aggregate productivity common to all firms and zt (i) is a firm-specific level of productivity. The profit function of the firm is, ϑ (i) = [ρt (i) − mct (i)] yt (i)



(9)



where ρt (i) is defined above and the marginal cost of firm i is determined by the following minimization problem; mct (i) = minkt (i),lt (i) [wt lt (i) + rt kt (i)] s.t. yt (i) ≥ 1. There are no fixed costs of production Lemma 2 The optimal price chosen by firm i is,  ρt (i) = Ω



 zt (i) exp mct (i) zt?



(10)



where Ω denotes the Lambert-W function and zt? ≡ zt (i) mct (i) /ρ (zt? ) is the zero-profit level of firm productivity which indexes the reservation price ρ (zt? ) ≡ ρt . Proof See Appendix.  The term Ω







zt (i) zt?



 exp in equation (10) is the gross firm-level markup. Firm-level markups



depend on the firm-specific productivity draw, zt (i), and a threshold level of productivity, 7



zt? , which is endogenous and depends on market conditions. The firm-level markup is such   that Ωz ztz(i) exp > 0; more productive firms have higher markups but charge lower prices.8 ? t



Intuitively, the most productive firm has zero cost, but a non-zero price, so its markup is infinite, whereas the marginal cost of the least productive surviving firm is equal to the reservation price, and so its markup is zero Since firms do not face overhead costs the selection of a firm into production is driven entirely by the reservation price. To better understand the role played by the reservation price recall that a firm with productivity level z has market share st (z) = −ζ ln [ρt (z) /ρt (z ? )]. Since market share is the ratio of prices, we also have that the market share density of a firm with  i h  exp − 1 . Using productivity z is proportional to its markup such that st (z) = ζ Ω ztz(i) ? t



equation (9), period profit is then equal to,    zt (i) −1 ϑ (z) = st (z) 1 − Ω exp yt zt?



(11)



Finally, note that from the optimal price equation we have Ω







ρ(zt? ) mct (i)



 exp = 1 and ϑ (zt? ) = 0.



These conditions define the mass of available products ∆ ≡ {i | ρt (i) ≤ ρt (z ? )}. 2.3. Firm Entry There is a large number of ex-ante identical firms that have the option of hiring f > 0 units of labor to enter the market. Each firm obtains a productivity level z which is the realization of a random variable drawn independently across firms from a distribution G (z). Firm i enters if, Z ϑt ≡ ϑt [z (i)] dG (z) > wt f



(12)



zt?



where f > 0. Thus, firms endogenously enter up to the point at which aggregate profits are zero net of the entry costs. From here on we suppress the i index. 8



This holds when demand functions are log-concave in log-prices.



Mrazova et al. (2016).
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See Arkolakis et al. (2017) and



2.4. Productivity Distribution and Aggregate Markup The mass of entrants - which we denote as Nt - is endogenously determined by the free entry condition in equation (12). The mass of products available to the household, nt , is the mass R of entrants multiplied by the probability of unsuccessful entry, given by z? dG (z). Thus, t



each period the mass of available goods is nt = [1 −



G (zt? )] Nt .



Conditional on entry this



is determined by the selection effect and the threshold level of productivity, zt? .



In what



fallows we make use of the following result. Lemma 3 For any function H (zt? ) = H



0



(zt? )



R∞  z  h z? dG (z), where h (1) ≥ 0 and h0 ≥ 0, then z? t



t



< 0.



Proof Make a change of variables, u = z/zt? . Totally differentiating, H 0 (zt? ) = −h(1)g (zt? )− R∞ 0 uh (u) g (uzt? ) du < 0.  1 Lemma 1 applies to any number of commonly assumed distributions for idiosyncratic productivity shocks with support that is unbounded above. For the purpose of our analysis we make the assumption that firm-level productivity has a log-normal distribution such that, " # 1 (ln z − µ)2 g (z) = √ exp − (13) 2σ 2 z 2π where µ and σ are the location and scale parameters. Proposition 1 When idiosyncratic shocks have a log normal distribution, the threshold level of productivity, zt? > 0, is unique, and positively related to the total supply of labor, Lt > 0. Proof See Appendix.  The free entry condition uniquely determines the threshold level of productivity once labor market clearing is imposed. The solution to H (zt? ) = fζ L exists if and only if H (0) > fζ L 9



which is always satisfied for the lognormal distribution. Moreover, given Lemma 1, higher levels of labor supply, which are consistent with higher wages in our model, are consistent with higher values of zt? . Put differently, when there is an increase in economic activity (we R z? specify this in more detail below), G (zt? ) = 0 t dG (z) rises. Ultimately, this results in a R 1 rise in average productivity, which is defined as z t ≡ 1−G(z We refer to this a ? ) z ? zdG (z). t



t



positive selection effect. We characterize the strength of selection by studying a mean-preserving spread of the productivity shocks. To do so we normalize the mean of z equal to unity by imposing µ = −σ 2 /2 in equation (13).9 We find; ∂ ∂σ







∂zt? ∂Lt



 ≥0



(14)



It is easiest to think the extreme situation when σ is very low and V ar (z) is close to zero. The selection effect is very weak: z t rises less from a rise in zt? and the response of the threshold productivity with respect to labor supply is also low. As σ rises so does the elasticity of the threshold rise with respect to labor supply. The economics of this is the following: with a low σ firms are almost identical/homogenous. This affects the substitutability of goods from the perspective of the consumer. We now consider the response of the aggregate markup to a change in the supply of labor. Proposition 2 When idiosyncratic shocks have a log normal distribution the aggregate markup a decreasing function total labor supply.   z Proof The gross firm-level markup is Ω z? exp > 1. We define the net aggregate t R π1,t (zt? ) ? ? markup as µ ≡ 1−G(z? ) > 0 where π1,t (zt ) ≡ zt 1 [Ω (u exp) − 1] g (uzt? ) du and 1 − G (zt? ) = t R ? ? zt 1 g (uzt ) du. By Lemma 3 and Proposition 1 we have µ0 (Lt ) < 0.  9



 Specifically, and for the purposes of this exercise only, we assume ln (z) ∼ τ − σ 2 /2, σ 2 , where τ is a



constant which we set equal to zero. In this case, E (z) = 1 and V ar (z) = σ 2 − 1.
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A direct implication of Proposition 2 is that movements in the aggregate markup that result from a change in total labor supply depend on the selection effect.



This is because the



productivity threshold relates changes in firm entry into changes in product variety, which R is given by nt = Nt z? dG (z). It is straightforward to show that firm entry rises with t



labor supply because the firm-level demand curve, equation (5), once aggregated, yields Nt =



1 . ζπ1,t (zt? )



Moreover, as is standard, this tells us that the greater the mass of products



available to the household the lower the aggregate markup since µ =



1 . ζnt



It is instructive to first consider the response of the gross firm-level markup, µ (z, zt? ) ≡   Ω zz? exp − 1. This is falling in zt? and so firm-level markups also falls with economic t



activity. The adjustment of markups, however, differs across firms, with the most productive firms changing their markup by less than the least productive firms.



Movements in the



aggregate markup are comprised of firm-level responses and changes and the fraction of R firms that produce. When economic activity rises, less firm produce (1/ z? dG (z) rises), t



which contributes to a rise in µ but



π1,t (zt? )



falls proportionally more, which leads to an



overall fall in the aggregate markup. Since the response of the aggregate markup is distribution-specific it is legitimate to ask what other productivity distributions imply for aggregate markups. If we were to replace the log-normal distribution with an unbounded Pareto distribution - for example, g (z) = κ/z κ+1 where κ > 2 - the aggregate markup would be acyclical with π1,t (zt? ) / [1 − G (zt? )] = R κ 1 [Ω (u exp) − 1] u−κ−1 du is independent of zt? .10 This does not mean that firm-level markups are unchanged. Rather, in the aggregate the distribution of markups is determined only by the distribution of firm-level productivity and the selection effect is so strong that changes in labor supply on affect firm entry. 10



This case is studied in Rodriguez-Lopez’s (2011). Using quadratic mean of order r preferences Feenstra



(2014) shows that only when the Pareto distribution is bounded will translog preferences (r = 0) be consistent with movements in the aggregate markup.
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2.5. Summary Table 1 presents the equations for all the equations that solve model economy.



===== Table 1 Here ===== The nine equations solve for {it , kt+1 , ct , yt , Lt } and {wt , rt } and {zt? , Nt }. {πi,t }5i=1 ≡ {πi (zt? )}5i=1 ψ ≡ (1 − α)



1−α



α



The variables   are all functions of the firm-level markup Ωt ≡ Ω zz? exp and



α is a positive constant.



t



There are three sets of equations in Table 1.



First, equations associated with firm entry and the aggregate price where we note ln ρ (zt? ) = ln mct − ln zt? (we present a derivation of this condition in Appendix B). Second, there are demand equations for factor inputs (labor and capital) and a labor-leisure condition. Finally, there are standard RBC-type conditions that determine the consumption and investment decisions of households. It is worth noting that the mass of available products, nt = Nt markup, µt =



1 , ζnt



R



zt?



dG (z), and thus, the



does not enter the system of equations in Table 1 explicitly. This property



of the model is associated with the translog expenditure system. Despite this demand for factor inputs and aggregate price are directly affected by the productivity distribution of firms and these conditions relate to the aggregate net markup defined above.



For our



purposes this is a convenient simplification because we are interested in firm selection and markups. 3. Analytical Results In this section we consider a special case of the model presented in Table 1. Specifically, we assume that the aggregate capital stock is fixed where α → 0 and that utility is logarithmic in consumption. It is easily verified that, in this case, total supply of labor is then determined by Lt /v 0 (1 − Lt ) = 1 and the free entry condition is, 12



f ζLt



= π2,t , with π4,t = π1,t . Consistent



with the analysis of section 2.4. we can interpret exogenous increases in Lt as increases in economic activity. In what follows we consider small changes endogenous variables by studying a linearized version of the model.



We use a caret to denote the deviation of a



bt ≡ (Lt − L) /L). variable from its steady-state (e.g., L We characterize the selection effect in our model using the following Lemma. 0



(u) Lemma 4 Let h (u) be density function such that it’s elasticity ε (u) = − uh is weakly h(u)



increasing. Let h1 (u) and h2 (u) be positive functions such that The ratio



H1 (zt? ) H2 (zt? )



h1 (u) h2 (u)



is strictly increasing.



is an decreasing function of zt? .



Proof See Appendix.  Lemma 4 allows us to determine the comparative statics properties of our model is a straightforward way. This leads to the following useful result. Corollary 1 π b1,t > π b2,t > π b3,t . Selection (the rise in average productivity) and the fall in the aggregate markup are written as,   Z ? ? b z = φ (z ) × (1 − z ) dG (z) zbt? z?



bt b = φ (z ? ) zbt? − N and µ



(15)



where φ (z ? ) ≡ g (z ? ) z ? / [1 − G (z ? )] > 0 is the log hazard ratio. Since the model remains quite simply under the assumptions of this section, the response of the threshold level of productivity and firm entry to the shock can be expressed as,   θ i b bt and Nt = −b π b2,t = −L π1,t where π bi,t = 1 − zb? πi t



(16)



with πi < θi .11 The conditions in (15)-(16) completely characterize firm entry, markup, and the selection effects in our model. They simply verify the conclusions from the analysis above. 11



The new parameters θi are defined similarly to πi but are adjusted by ε (uzt? ) where ε (uzt? ) ≡  − (uzt? ) g 0 (uzt? ) /g (uzt? ) = ln uzt? − µ + σ 2 /σ 2 is the elasticity of the density function, with ε0 (uzt? ) > 0,
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bt > 0 then b b < 0 (markup). These results are connected by When L z > 0 (selection) and µ the log hazard.



If this is relatively high large changes in the threshold generate stronger



rises in average productivity and smaller rises in the markup. We can also relate changes in labor supply to changes in income in the following way,     bt + µ bt + π bt + 1 bt + [ln ρ (zt? )] N N b (17) ybt = L 3,t φ (z ? ) Equation (17) is a decomposition of the change in income that result from different forces in the model; all terms on the right hand side of this expression can be written as functions of the shock. Most important is that there are offsetting effects on income. The first term,   bt + µ bt , is positive and reflects changes in the threshold level of productivity, zbt? , by the N   bt + π b3,t , is negative is directly related to second expression in (15). The final term, N demand and pricing - the extent of market competition. Equation (17) tell us that, given changes in firm entry, the markup actually dampens movements in income, contrary to what one might expect, but that overall, the response of income is higher than when firm entry is not present at all. What is the source of this negative markup effect? When firms are homogenous firms h  i   bt and µ bt - we derive these bt = − µ+1 L we can show the following; ybt = 1 + µ2 µ+3 L µ+2 µ+2 conditions from a static version of Bilbiie et al. (2012). Markups are countercyclical the income response to shocks is amplified through this channel.



Such a direct comparison,



however, is misleading because there is no reallocation across firm in such models. As the variance of shocks lowers in the heterogenous firms case the markup falls. However, as the long-run markup falls in the homogenous firms case the models converge and the change in income is proportional to the shock.12 4. Quantitative Analysis 12



b t + zb? and there is no change in the aggregate In the Pareto case, π b3,t = π b1,t and ybt = L t  ? b b bt . b t where markup. In fact, we have, Nt = −b π1,t = κb zt and Nt = L This means ybt = 1 + κ1 L
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In this section we analyze the model with capital accumulation as presented in Table 1. 4.1. Parameterization and Calibration Table 2 presents the parameters used to calibrate the model economy.



===== Table 2 Here =====



Our calibration strategy is the following.



A period in the model is a year.



We suppose



β = 0.96 and δ = 0.1 to match a 4% risk free rate and a 10% depreciation rate of capital. We assume labor is indivisible and the period utility function is u (c, L) = ln c − BL as in Hansen (1985). We suppose the common technology parameter is a = 1 and that the capital share is α = 1/3.



These values were chosen purposely to be similar to those commonly



assumed in the RBC literature. Firm-level productivity shocks are drawn from a log-normal distribution as specified in equation (13). We set the failure rate of entrants G (z ? ) at 14 percent, based on US data, and then we choose the location and scale parameters (µ, σ). Together these values determine {πi }5i=1 . With G (z ? ) given σ determines the average markup. We target a value of 35%. This leads to a coefficient of variation among successful firms of 59.2% We normalize average productivity (of successful firms) at unity which require µ = −0.183. These productivity figures are close, for example, to those reported by Nigai (2017) under the assumption of variable markups (68.6% and 1.02, respectively). This leaves us with three parameters (B, f, ζ).



The relevant parts of the model are free



entry, labor market clearing, labor supply. We normalize ζ = 1 as this only scales N and κ = µ/



R 1



[Ω (u exp) − 1] u−κ−1 du.



We already know that the markup is decreasing with κ such that



high variance economies have higher markups. Thus, economies with higher long-run markups have greater output response to shocks.
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target L = 1/3 which requires f = 0.0429. Since a = 1 and z are already determined this requires B = 2.7604. Finally, we note tat our calibration implies that the ratio of physical investment to GDP is 16.1% which is consistent with the data. 4.2. Impulse Responses and Second Moments Productivity shock are the only source of aggregate uncertainty in our model. We assume productivity follows an AR(1) process such that, b at = ρb at−1 + ebt This process is parameterized with ρ = 0.9794 and σe = 0.0072 ×



√



4 consistent with King



and Rebelo (1999). Figure 1 plots Impulse Response Function for the selected variables for a one percent positive innovation to the common component of aggregate productivity, b at . The vertical axis is the percentage deviation from the steady state. The number of years after the shock is on the horizontal axis.



===== Figure 1 Here =====



The dashed (red) lines in Figure 1 are generated from a benchmark RBC model (using the calibration outlined above).



In response to a positive innovation to productivity output,



hours worked, and the capital stock all rise. The bold (blue) lines in Figure 1 correspond to the model with selection. An immediate observation is that the response of all aggregate variables is larger with selection. We focus mostly on the output response. The greater rise in output, in this case, can be expressed in the following way (consistent with equation (17));    1 b ? b b t − [(1 − α) π b b3,t + N b4,t + αb π5,t ] ybt − y t = Nt + µt + [ln ρ (zt )] Nt + π φ (z ? ) 16



(18)



bt is the change in the output in the RBC model. There are where y t = b at + αb kt + (1 − α) L two new terms in this expression. Firm entry has a second effect on output in addition to it’s contribution to a rise in the threshold level of productivity. The final term in square brackets in equation (18) is also positive.



The combination of these terms results from



reallocations of labor between production and entry costs. Overall, despite these positive influences on output, quantitatively, the drop in the markup and the effect from the price index (b π3,t < 0). The three impulse responses in the bottom row of figure 1 are of interest in their own right. A one percent rise in productivity leads to around a 0.75 percent rise in firm entry. This is similar to the value reported in Bilbiie et al. (2012) for the mass of products.



The



response of the markup, however, is almost half as big again, at nearly 0.3 percent. One interpretation of this result is that the effect of the re-allocating resources across firms is that the aggregate markup is more sensitive to aggregate productivity shocks.13 Finally, in our model we are interested in changes in the average productivity of producing firms which is endogenous. A one percent innovation to the exogenous component of productivity leads z t . We need to argue that this is sizable. to around a 0.1 percent change in b To further evaluate the properties of our model, we compute the implied second moments of our artificial economy for some key macroeconomic variables and compare them to those of the data and those produced by the benchmark RBC model. Table 3 presents the selected moments for the model economy.14



===== Table 3 Here ===== 13



Rotemberg and Woodford (1991) estimate the elasticity of the markup with respect to output to be



around 0.2. More recently, Hong (2017) find that firm-level markups are countercyclical with an average elasticity of 0.9 with respect to real GDP. 14 Source for data and RBC moments: King and Rebelo (1999).
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Once the selection mechanism operate the standard deviation of output is considerable closer to the data than the benchmark model. There are also improvements in all other macroeconomic variables.



The final two rows of Table 3 report the standard deviations for the



aggregate markup and average productivity. The variation in the markup is small as is the average productivity. Nevertheless these variables affect out results in an important way. 5. Conclusion This paper studies the macroeconomic implications of firm selection and endogenous markups. We provide analytical results that show how firm selection is related to the underlying distribution of idiosyncratic productivity shocks and how the strength of the selection effect is key to understanding movements in the aggregate markup. We then quantify the selection effect in a canonical RBC model.
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Appendix A In the Appendix we present proofs for Lemmas and Propositions not reported in the text. Appendix A.1. (Proof of Lemma 2) The cost minimization problem for firm i is very standard; minkt (i),lt (i) [wt lt (i) + rt kt (i)] +  λt yt (i) − at zt (i) [kt (i)]α [lt (i)]1−α , where λt is a Lagrange multiplier. This implies, lt (i) = [(1 − α) /α] (rt /wt ) kt (i), and so, wt lt (i) + rt kt (i) = (rt /α) kt (i) = [yt (i) /at zt (i)] wt1−α rtα /ψ, and, mct (i) =



∂ mct 1 wt1−α rtα [wt lt (i) + rt kt (i)] = ; mct ≡ ∂yt (i) zt (i) at ψ



where ψ = (1 − α)1−α αα . The profit maximization problem for firm i is to maximize,     Z mct 1 1 ln ρt (j) dj − ln ρt (i) ρt (i) − yt (i) − λt [ρt (i) yt (i) − st (i) ct ] ; st (i) = +ζ zt (i) nt nt j where λt is a Lagrange multiplier. This implies,   zt (i) ρt (i) ct −1 ρt (i) = ζ mct yt (i) h



The profits of firm i can then be written as πt (i) = 1 −



mct zt (i)ρt (i)



i



st (i) ct and for the least



productive firm π (zt? ) = 0 such that s (zt? ) = 0 and, Z 1 1 ? ? ln ρt (z ) = ln mct − ln zt = + ln ρt (j) dj ζnt nt Evaluating the optimal pricing equation at z instead,   Z zρt (z) 1 1 ρ (zt? ) =1+ + ln pt (j) dj − ln pt (z) = ln exp mct ζnt nt ρt (z) We then use the Lambert-W function - which implies ln Ω - to rewrite this equation as, z  zρt (z) zt ρt (z) t = − ln + ln ? exp mct mct z 19



zt z?



 exp +Ω



zt z?



 exp = ln



zt z?



 exp



which produces equation (10) in the text. Appendix A.2. (Proof of Proposition 1) Denote zmin as the infimum of the domain for the distribution function h (z). For a lognormal distribution zmin = 0. From Lemma 3, H (zt? ) is a decreasing function, and limz→∞ H (z) = 0. The solution to H (zt? ) = f /ζL exists if and only if H (0) > f /ζL.



When idiosyncratic



shocks have a log normal distribution we need to show limz→0 H (z) = ∞. Start by the R∞ change of variables u = z/zt? . This yields, H (zt? ) = zt? 1 h (u) g (uzt? ) du, where g (z) = h i (ln z−µ)2 √1 exp − , and so, 2σ 2 z 2π ∞



"



ln zt? ))2



#



h (u) (ln u − (µ − √ exp − du 2σ 2 uσ 2π 1  h i R∞  R∞ µ))2 First note that exp µ uσ√1 2π exp − (ln(u/2σexp du = 1 2 H (zt? ) =



Z



uσ



1 √



  2 2 exp − (ln u) /2σ du = 2π



I > 0 is a constant. Then, " # Z ∞ ? 2 )) h (u) (ln u − (µ − ln z t √ exp − H (zt? ) > du 2 ? 2σ exp(µ−ln zt ) u 2π " # Z ∞ ? 2 )) (ln u − (µ − ln z t > h (exp (µ − ln zt? )) exp − du 2 ? 2σ exp(µ−ln zt ) = h (exp (µ − ln zt? )) × I to complete the proof we need to show that limz→∞ h (z) = ∞. This always holds because h = (Ω − 1)2 (Ω − α) /Ω2 and limz→∞ Ω (z) = ∞.  Now define, hα (u) ≡ (Ω (exp u) − α) 1 −



1 Ω(exp u)



> 0 by noting that (ln h)0 = Ω0



1 Ω−a



.



+



−



1 Ω



It is straightforward to show that



∂ > 0 and u > 1. Since ∂u hα > 0 is R 1 follows that ∂zt? /∂L > 0 as claimed in the text. Moreover, z t = 1−G(z ? ) z ? zdG (z) implies, t t R   Z −zt? g(zt? ) (1 − G (zt? )) + g(zt? ) z? zdG (z) z ∂z t g(zt? )zt? t = = − 1 dG (z) > 0 ∂zt? (1 − G (zt? ))2 [1 − G (zt? )]2 zt? zt? ∂ h ∂u α



1 Ω−1











such that average productivity increases with the cut-off. 20



Appendix A.3. (Proof of Lemma 4) Let g(u) be any PDF and h1 (u) and h2 (u) two positive increasing functions defined at the same domain. Define two other PDFs, hi (u) g(u) gi (u) = R +∞ for i = 1, 2 h (u) g (u) du i −∞ The corresponding CDFs are, Ru Z u h (y) g(y)dy −∞ i gi (y) dy = R +∞ Gi (u) = for i = 1, 2 h (y) g (y) dy −∞ i −∞ Damjanovic (2005) shows (formula 3) that if



h1 (u) h2 (u)



is an increasing function of u then,



G1 (u) < G2 (u) That implies that for any weakly increasing function ε(u), Z +∞ Z +∞ ε(u)g2 (u)du ε(u)g1 (u)du > −∞



(19)



−∞



Make the change of variables u = z/zt? . We can then write Hi (zt? ) = zt?



R∞ 1



hi (u) g (uzt? ) du



and R∞ h1 (u) g (uzt? ) du H2 (zt? ) 1 R = ∞ H1 (zt? ) h2 (u) g (uzt? ) du 1 We then differentiation this expression, R∞ R∞ ? ? z (uzt? ) h1 (u) g (uzt? ) du z (uz ) h (u) g (uz ) du 1 ∂ H1 (zt? ) 2 t t 1 R 1 R ln = − ∞ ∞ zt? ∂zt? H2 (zt? ) h2 (u) g (uzt? ) du h1 (u) g (uzt? ) du 1 1 which is negative and implies



? ∂ H1 (zt ) ∂zt? H2 (zt? )



< 0.



Now define the following: h1 (x) 1 =1+ h2 (x) Ω (exp u) − 1



and



h1 (x) h1 (x) = − 1 and h3 (x) h2 (x)



h2 (x) 1 = h3 (x) Ω (exp u)



These are all decreasing functions and hence, π b1,t > π b2,t , π b1,t > π b3,t , and π b2,t > π b3,t . 21



Appendix B: Aggregated Price Index The price index for our model is: Z 2 Z Z 1 1 ζ ζ ln Pt = + ln p (i) di + ln p (i) di − [ln p (i)]2 di 2ζnt nt 2nt 2 R R 1 ln pt (z) dG (z) and nt = Nt (1 − Gt ) where Gt ≡ G (zt? ) Inserting n1t ln pt (i) di = 1−G z? t t



into this condition, Z 1 1 ln Pt = + ln pt (z) dG (z) 2ζNt (1 − Gt ) 1 − Gt zt? "Z #2 Z ζNt ζNt [ln pt (z)]2 dG (z) + ln pt (z) dG (z) − 2 (1 − Gt ) zt? 2 zt? R R t t where [ln pt (i)]2 di = Nt z? [ln pt (z)]2 dG (z). Now recall ρ (zt? ) = mc and ρt (z) = Ωt mc z? z t



t



where Ωt ≡ Ωt (xt ) and xt ≡ ln ρt (z) = ln



zt (i) zt?



exp. These conditions imply,



ρt (z ? ) zt? + ln Ωt ⇔ ln pt (z) = ln p (zt? ) + 1 − ln xt + ln Ωt z



and so, Z 1 1 ? + ln p (z ) + (1 − Ωt ) dG (z) ln P = 2ζN (1 − Gt ) 1 − Gt zt? #2 " Z ζN + (1 − Ωt ) dG (z) (1 − Gt ) ln p (z ? ) + 2 (1 − Gt ) zt? Z ζN − [ln p (z ? ) + 1 − Ωt ]2 dG (z) 2 zt? R R where z? ln p (z ? ) dG (z) = ln p (z ? ) z? dG (z) = (1 − Gt ) ln p (z ? ).



Multiplying out the



brackets in the final term and simplifying we have: [ln p (z ? ) + 1 − Ωt ]2 = [ln p (z ? )]2 + 2 ln p (z ? ) − 2Ωt ln p (z ? ) + (1 − Ωt )2 which means, Z [ln p (z ? ) + 1 − Ωt ]2 dG (z) = (1 − Gt ) [ln p (z ? )]2 zt? Z Z ? +2 ln p (z ) (1 − Ωt ) dG (z) + (1 − Ωt )2 dG (z) zt?



22



zt?



Now recall the product demand equation 1/ζNt =



R



zt?



(Ωt − 1) dG (z).



simplifying generates the expression in reported in Table 1.
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Plugging-in and
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Table 1: Summary of Model Equations



Description



Model Equations



πi,t Definitions



Product Demand



Nt = 1/ζπ1,t



π1,t = zt?



R



Free Entry



π2,t yt = (f /ζ) wt



π2,t = zt?



R



Price Index



at zt? × exp



π3,t = zt?



R



Labor Market



wt Lt = (π4,t /π1,t ) yt



π4,t = zt?



R



Factor Price (capital)



rt kt = α (π5,t /π1,t ) yt



π5,t = zt?



R



Labor Supply



wt = −uc (t) /uL (t)



Ω ≡ Ω (u exp); u ≡ z/zt?



1 π /π1,t 2 3,t







= wt1−α rtα /ψ



Capital Accumulation it = kt+1 − (1 − δ) kt



1



(Ω − 1) g (uzt? ) du



1



(Ω − 1) (1 − 1/Ω) g (uzt? ) du



1



(Ω − 1)2 g (uzt? ) du



1



(Ω − α) (1 − 1/Ω) g (uzt? ) du



1



(1 − 1/Ω) g (uzt? ) du



−



Euler Equation



uc (t) = βEt uc (t + 1) [rt+1 + (1 − δ)]



−



Resource Constraint



yt = ct + it



−
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Table 2: Parameters used in Calibration



Parameters Set Exogenously Statistic



Parameter



Value



Target/Source



Discount factor



β



0.96



4% risk-free rate



Depreciation rate



δ



0.1



10%



Capital share



α



1/3



-



Translog scaling



ζ



1



Normalization



Calibrated Parameters Statistic



Target



Source



Failure rate



Parameter Value R zt? dG (z) 0.14 0



14%



Davis et al. (2006)



Markup



σ



0.463



35%



Bernard et al. (2003)



Average Productivity µ



−0.183



1



Normalization



Hours worked



0.043



33%



-



f
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Table 3: Selected Business Cycle Moments



Selected Moments σx



corr (x, y)



Variable x



Data



RBC



LN-RBC



Data



RBC



y



1.81



1.35



1.84



1.00



-



c



1.35



.66



.89



.88



.97



.96



i



5.30



4.30



7.06



.80



.99



.98



L



1.79



.73



.97



.88



.98



.97



N



-



-



.75



-



-



.97



µ



-



-



.27



-



-



-.97



z



-



-



.11



-



-



.97
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LN-RBC



Figure 1: Impulse Responses to a Productivity Shock
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